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Economics for A Healthy Planet
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Contact info:
sanfordhinden@verizon.net
516-815-4967

The Four-Way Test
of the things we think, say and do

1. Is it the TRUTH?
2. Is it FAIR to all concerned?
3. Will it build GOODWILL and
BETTER FRIENDSHIPS?

4. Will it be BENEFICIAL
to all concerned?

ECONOMICS FOR A HEALTHY PLANET
Values, Peace & the Four Way Test
Dear Rotarian,

This presentation seeks to create more understanding of the
interrelatedness of values, money, power, politics, government,
war, gangs and migration, and their effects on humanity and
our precious planet.
I want to thank Rotary International’s millions of members,
over 113 years of world service, in over 200 countries and
territories worldwide.
May we expand our creative thinking and collaboration
to create a peaceful humanity and sustainable Earth.
Sandy Hinden

Conclusions
1.
2.

3.

We need to go to the root causes.
The UN is presently unable to deal with the real issues:
A) The UN is unable to help foster democratic institutions in failing nations
(slides 20-22).
B) All permanent members of the UN Security Council and other members
profit by weapons sales, fostering conflicts and migration (slides 20-28).
C) Addressing wealth hording and resource gaps are needed for human
enlightenment and Earth care (slides 29-32).
D) The problems are interrelated, feed on each other and go round
and round (slide 4).
E) We need 20 Advanced Problem-Solving Groups for the 20 Problems
(slide 33).
To save the biosphere we need to make a breakthrough in consciousness
and wisdom (slides 37-54).
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Why We Need Economics for A Healthy Planet
1. WAR & MIGRATION Ever-expanding weapons sales
leads to local violence, global conflict and mass migration.
2. MONEY & GANGS Ever-growing worship of money, wealth
gap and resource hording, leads to family and community
deterioration, and growth of gangs worldwide.
3. CLIMATE CATASTROPHE Global warming and pollution,
leads to rising seas, plastic pollution, unbearable heat, and
increase in fire damage to forests, homes, crops and people.
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Economics for Global Climate Catastrophe
• Most politicians of major parties are essentially puppets of
whoever pays them the most - big oil is a big customer.
• We must go beyond Profiteering Puppet Leaders to Leaders
with Greater Character, Compassion, Wisdom and Ethics.
• The CLIMATE CATASTROPHE of global warming and pollution,
leading to rising seas, increased power of storms, plastic pollution
in the seas and fish, unbearable heat, and increase in fire damage
to forests, homes, crops and people, are enormously costly and
create great suffering to plants, animals and humans.
• The Profiteering Puppet Leaders are sickly addicted to money
– they are MONEYHOLICS – and are in denial, committing
CRIMES against Humanity and Earth – Humanicide and Ecocide.

Maturation of a Global Civilization
Childhood
Birth of a
Civilization
PreIndustrialization

Adolescence

Maturity

Growth of a
Civilization

Becoming
Conscious and Mature

Using the Planet’s
Carbon Resources
to Fuel
Industrialization

Developing
Greater Character,
Compassion, Wisdom
and Ethics

Climate Change

Developing
a Sustainable
Civilization

Selfish Denial of
Climate Change

Die-off
Extinction

Values
“If there be righteousness in the heart,
there will be beauty in the character.
If there be beauty in the character,
there will be harmony in the home.
If there be harmony in the home,
there will be order in the nation.

When there is order in each nation,
there will be peace in the world.”
Chinese Proverb
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Values
The story has been the same, for thousands of years,
from generation to generation.
What do you value?

Misguided
Malevolent
Dishonesty
Foolishness, Greed
Egotism, Arrogance
Cruelty
Selfishness

Good Values
Good Character
Honesty
Wisdom, Ethics
Humility
Compassion, Kindness
Common Good

Levels of Consciousness, Needs & Sets of Values
The brain is guided by its needs and values it has unconsciously adopted in groups.
It best understands and appreciates other people with the same needs and value set.
We need to stabilize the whole planet for people to evolve in consciousness and values.
1. SURVIVAL
biological needs satisfaction; reproduction; satisfy instinctive urges; genetic memory
2. PLACATE SPIRIT REALM
honors spirits and ancestors; protection from harm; family bonds; respect elders; safety for tribe
3. POWER / ACTION
asserting self to dominate others and nature; control; sensory pleasure; avoid shame
4. STABILITY / ORDER
obedience to earn reward later; meaning; purpose; certainty; truth; the reason to live and die
5. OPPORTUNITY / SUCCESS
competing to achieve; influence; autonomy; mastery of nature; understanding self
6. HARMONY / LOVE
joining together for mutual growth; awareness; belonging; spirituality and consciousness
7. INDEPENDENCE / SELF-WORTH
co-creating a sustainable living system; knowing; the big questions; the long view
8. GLOBAL COMMUNITY WITHOUT EXPLOITATION
understanding of life energies; survival of life on a fragile Earth

How to Create the Common Good
1.

BALANCE: Bring the material consumption of our species into balance
with the needs of the Earth.

2.

PRIORITIES: Realign our economic priorities so that all persons have
access to an adequate and meaningful means of earning a living for
themselves and their families.

3.

DEMOCRACY: Democratize our institutions to route power to people
and communities.

4.

CULTURE FOR PEACE: Replace the dominant culture of materialism
and violence with cultures grounded in life-affirming values of cooperation,
caring, compassion and community.

5.

WHOLENESS: Integrate the material and spiritual aspects of our beings
so that we become whole persons for the greater good.
Prof. Kamran Mofid, Economist
Globalization for the Common Good Initiative

Peace
World Peace
Economics for Peace
Peace with Nature

Social Peace
Personal Peace
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Conference on Interfaith Cooperation for Peace
at the United Nations - 2005
• The world will never be at peace unless we create sustainable communities.
• There are hundreds of millions of men and women moving around the planet
looking for work.
• When men don’t have work, they get into trouble selling drugs, sex, guns
and weapons of all kinds.
• We need a World Works Program to help men and women find a job, or they
will be drawn into gangs, organized crime, and now terrorism.
• Men need help, guidance, counseling and work to be able to have a decent
home and family.
• We will go from 6.5 billion people on Earth today (in 2005), to somewhere
between 9 to 10 billion people on the planet by 2050.
• If we don’t help men, they will create more violence, war, terrorism and harm
to children, women, families, communities and nature.
~ Sandy Hinden
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Gangs Worldwide
Benefits
• Sense of family
/ community
• Money
• Protection against
other gangs
• Sense of spirituality
/ group ritual

Consequences
• Dropping out of school
• Teen parenthood
• Unemployment
• Victimization
• Drug and alcohol abuse
• Petty and violent crimes
• Juvenile conviction
and incarceration

Top 10 Most Dangerous Gangs in The World – 2018 List
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Lack of
Guidance,
Va l u e s , M e n t o r s ,
Education, Employment,
Healthy Families,
Healthy Communities

Gangs Worldwide
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60 Million
People
Migrating
for Peace
& Work

Terrorism
Violence
Government Corruption
Organized Crime
Global
Gangs
War
Migration
Civil War
Joblessness
Lack of Sustainable Economies

Rise of
Reactionary
Politics
Worldwide

“Recognising that
the ultimate solution to the refugee crisis is
not moving people to other parts of the world
with greater economic opportunity,
peace and security, but instead,
to move economic opportunity,
peace and security to all parts
of the world through the creation
of international institutions
capable of accomplishing that.”
World Federalist Movement (WFM) Congress XXVII
Statement on the Rights of Migrants
The Hague, July 2018

United Nations Member States

17 Sustainable Development Goals
Goal 16 of the Sustainable Development Goals is dedicated to
the promotion of peaceful and inclusive societies for sustainable
development, the provision of access to justice for all, and
building effective, accountable institutions at all levels.
• Among the institutions most affected by corruption are the
judiciary and police
• Corruption, bribery, theft and tax evasion cost some US $1.26 trillion for developing
countries per year; this amount of money could be used to lift those who are living
on less than $1.25 a day above $1.25 for at least six years
• The rate of children leaving primary school in conflict affected countries reached
50 per cent in 2011, which accounts to 28.5 million children, showing the impact of
unstable societies on one of the major goals of the post 2015 agenda: education.
• The rule of law and development have a significant interrelation and are mutually
reinforcing, making it essential for sustainable development at the national and
international level.
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Corruption, Economics & Democracy
• What is the relationship between corruption, economics
and healthy democracy?
• Beginning in Athens, Greece, society has been trying
to create democracies for 2500 years.
• In Africa and the Middle East, war has driven migration.
• In Mexico, police and government corruption foster organized crime,
drug cartels, hyper-violence of young drug criminals, and the fear and
lack of work opportunity that drive migration.
• In Honduras, Guatemala and El Salvador, is there an oligarchy, a lack
of a middle class, and lack of work opportunity that drive migration?
• Are governments unresponsive to the needs of the people?
• The Four Pillars of Democracy are basic guidelines that help govern how
democracy works. The Four Pillars are: Equity, Representation, Freedom
and Justice. Each pillar is an important part of democracy.
• How can they strengthen the Democratic Institutions of education, courts,
free and fair elections, free media and entrepreneurship?
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Strengthening Democracy Worldwide

FOUR PILLARS OF DEMOCRACY
EQUITY

REPRESENTATION

FREEDOM

JUSTICE

D E M O C R AT I C I N S T I T U T I O N S
Education
Free Media
Free & Fair Elections
Entrepreneurship
Worker Owned Cooperatives

Courts
Unions 23

Economics for Peace
Gradual Global Demilitarization
through

National Military Budget Reductions of 5% a year
to be used
for spending on

Earth Repair
& Care

Infrastructure

Social
Stabilization

Human
Development

that create

Enlightened People, Thriving Families,
Creative Communities, Worker-Owned Cooperatives,
Regional Integrated Cooperation,
International Peace, Sustainable Planet

Economics for Earth & Humanity
“...the fate of the Earth and not the wealth of people
has become preoccupation number one.

What could be the new ideology or ideologies?
I see two of them:
One is Earthism and Humanism:
to take good care of all humanity and
of our main treasure and capital, the Earth...
The other would be Ecolonomics,
combining ecology (oikos, logos, the science,
the knowledge or our home, the Earth)
and economics (oikos, nomos,
the management, the administration of our home).”
Dr. Robert Muller
United Nations
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Global Sustainable Development
We must begin to
think differently about how
the United Nations can do more
to assist with ending wars and civil wars,
preventing drug and gang violence,
and creating work through
economic sustainability
of nations.
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United Nations Reorganization

The United Nations
needs to be reorganized

to do more to assist with
ending international wars and civil wars,
preventing drug and gang violence,
and creating opportunities for work through
economic sustainability of nations,

thereby reducing the need to
migrate for safety and work.
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What’s In It For Me
W.I.I.F.M.

• People defend what they love – the people, places
and things that they treasure and are precious to them.
What they ignore withers and dies.
• Many business people’s greatest values are
self-interest, their family, protecting profits, and fearing
the loss of their wealth. They value these over nature
and helping humanity.
• We need to communicate respectfully and show them
that their families’ wellbeing will be jeopardized by
continuing to damage the planet and humanity, helping
them develop the long-term view and the big picture.
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The Center enjoys 90% of world wealth. To create a sustainable world,
we need the Center to contribute to help the Left and Right find a way to meet their real needs.

Left

Center

Right

World Peace
Saving Nature

Well-Educated,
Successful, Wealthier
with Access to Resources

Mass Global
Immigration Concerns

Health Care for All

Self-Contained

Affordable
Higher Education

“In the past
we have done just
what benefited us.”

Jobs for All

Money Out of Politics
Income & Wealth Inequality
Some Young, White Educated
Socialists
Environmentalists
Black Lives Matter

Deterioration
of the Family
Drain the Swamp
of Corrupt,
Self-Serving Politicians,
& Lobbyists

Wealth-desire prevents us from
seeking to solve environmental,
social justice, and other
global problems.

Racial & Gender Equality

•
•
•
•

Jobs for White Men

•
•
•
•
•
•

DEMOCRAT
Wealthy
Successful
AfroAmericans
Latinos
Asians
LBGT

REPUBLICAN
• Wealthy
• Successful

Smaller Government
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

White working class men
Anti-Immigration
Anti-Abortion
Veterans
Evangelicals
Authoritarians
Racists
Nazis, Fascists

Far Left

World
Citizenship
A World
Without
Borders

Center

Far Right

We can’t have
all people from the
developing world
migrate into the
developed world
without riots
and chaos.

Radical Orthodox
Religious

We need
to build
democratic,
sustainable nations
worldwide or there will
be ongoing violence.

White Genocide Fear
White Supremacist
NRA Gun Proliferation
Anti-Regulatory
Oligarchic
Control
Libertarian
Anti-Immigration

Toward the Better Angels of Our Nature
People around the world, and in the United States especially
– with a military budget that is bigger than the next ten countries –
and with 40 million people living in poverty,
homelessness, uneducated and without healthcare,
with 150,000 people a year dying of alcohol and drug abuse,
and 45,000 suicides a year –
people need to do some self-reflection and soul searching.
Unless people understand and process their shadow self
– their “evil”, cruel, selfish, greedy, inauthentic, hateful, addictive self –
they stay stuck with unevolved leaders
and dysfunctional systems and governments.
I didn’t like history when I was in school.
To understand the history of the shadow side of human nature,
I recently read about the Roman and Ottoman Empires –
dominating, conquering, enslaving, stealing, exploiting, killing.
To understand more, click to read:
"Why has Afghanistan always been a war torn country?"
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Greater World Problem -Solving Needed
• In 2002, former World Bank vice president Jean-François Rischard’s
created a book “High Noon: 20 Global Problems, 20 Years To
Solve Them”.
• Jean-François Rischard made it absolutely clear that the government
policies pursued until now are totally inadequate
to solve global problems in the fields of the environment, peacenegotiations, conflicts, poverty and mass-migration, the problems
that are shaping the 21st century.
• He says the world is too fragmented to deal with global problems,
and global institutions are too small to deal with the biggest issues.
• He recommended that 30 world experts in each field gather for two
years to make recommendations to 70 other experts in their field to
come up with solutions.
•
33

Conclusions
1.
2.

3.

We need to go to the root causes.
The UN is presently unable to deal with the real issues:
A) The UN is unable to help foster democratic institutions in failing nations
(slides 20-22).
B) All permanent members of the UN Security Council and other members
profit by weapons sales, fostering conflicts and migration (slides 20-28).
C) Addressing wealth hording and resource gaps are needed for human
enlightenment and Earth care (slides 29-32).
D) The problems are interrelated, feed on each other and go round
and round (slide 4).
E) We need 20 Advanced Problem-Solving Groups for the 20 Problems
(slide 33).
To save the biosphere we need to make a breakthrough in consciousness
and wisdom (slides 37-54).
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Call to Action
1. Form a Committee on United Nations Reorganization.

2. Dialog with Businesses Leaders on Profitability & Sustainability
on Earth.
3. Center, Right & Left Dialog for the Future of Earth.

4. Develop a Democracy Education Program worldwide.
5. Form a Human Enlightenment & Evolution Committee.

6. Form 20 Advanced Problem-Solving Groups for the 20 Problems.

35

Human
Enlightenment & Evolution
for a Healthy Planet
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W o r l d h i s t o r y, u n t i l t o d a y,
filled with examples of hate,
arrogance, greed, selfishness,
enslavement and exploitation.

How do humans go
from bei ng c ruel to bei ng k i nd?

It can only happen when kind, wise
parents and people in the community
teach the children to be
compassionate, wise and kind.

Cold... selfish...
Avariciously wanting more...
Growing richer and greedier for money and power...

Covetous... grasping... miserly...
Stingy with love... fashionably cruel...
Aimlessly, mindlessly destroying
a beautiful planet...

Our global problems come from human attitudes.

Inner Attitudes

Outer Problems

(Shadow Side of Human Nature)

(Dysfunctional Leaders & Systems)

Elitism
Arrogance
Indifference
Unresponsiveness
Selfishness
Greed
Chronic Anger
Hate

Cruelty
Violence
Systemic Poverty
Lack of
Problem Solving
War Economy
Global Climate
Disasters

The Imperative & Rapid Evolution
of Human Beings on Earth
Jewish
Hindu
Buddhist
Jain
Sikh

Christian
Moslem
Bahia
Sacred Earth,
Indigenous
Wisdom,
Ethics

Tikkun Olam, Loving-Kindness to Repair the World
Unity through Love, Truth, Non-violence
Mindfulness, Compassion
Ahimsa, Non-violence
Selfless-Service

Love, Charity, Forgiveness
Zakat, Charity
World Unity

All Are Related, Serenity, Peace, Gratitude, Humility, Happiness,
Wisdom, Positivity, Grace, Goodwill, Consciousness, Simplicity,
The Four Way Test, Universal Declaration of Human Rights,
Recycling,, Energy, Air, Land, Water, Food, Sustainable Systems
of Economics

Biological,
chemical,
nuclear,
cyber and
AI warfare,
and
Carbon-based
Industrialization
are examples
of how
technology
has outpaced
the evolution
of human
consciousness,
compassion,
character,
wisdom
and ethics.

Ethics

Wisdom

Consciousness
Rapid
Conscious
Evolution of
Humanity

Character

Compassion

Unless
humans
evolve
quickly,
they will
probably
become
extinct
in a few
hundred
years.

W ISDOM C IRCLES
W ORLDWIDE

Create a local Wisdom Circle
to help adults be more conscious,
wise, collaborative and co-creative to face
the great challenges of a climate changing world.


A local Wisdom Circle brings you
more health, happiness and success.

You are learning to be wise on your
personal Wisdom Journey in your life.

Invite people who may be interested
in exploring the World of Wisdom
with us in a fun way.

Click here
to see
more on
Facebook

We welcome you to join us on Facebook at the

World Peace Meditation Center
for Mindfulness, Meditation, Compassionate Communication,
Serenity, Wisdom, Patience, Forgiveness and Happiness


Becoming peaceful within,
we help create peace around us.

Mindful meditation can help you peacefully understand
what is going on around you, and within you.


It can then help you
understand your thoughts, feelings and needs,
and formulate ways to make requests for what you would like.


Feel free to invite others who value and seek peace to join us.

On Facebook

Wo r l d P e a c e M e d i t a t i o n C e n t e r

Click here
to see
more on
Facebook

LVE 101

All the hate-filled people around the world need to learn
to love themselves first, then learn to relate to others,
and then work to create a healthy society and planet...
Agape, Cosmic, Universal, Love for the Source-Creation
Love for Culture, Nature & the World
Platonic, Altruistic, Community Love
Family, Filial Love
Romantic, Physical, Sexual Love
Friendly Loving-kindness
Click here
to see
Self Love & Self Care
more

PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST ~ PROJECT
Why can we never count on politicians to create peace?

1. The renowned psychologist Roberto Assigioli called resistance to positivity, peace, love, happiness
and joy "Repression of the Sublime".
2. John Bradshaw, the renowned Family Therapist said 95% of people grew up in dysfunctional
families. They can become addicted to judgementalness, anger, resentment and conflict.
3. People who are engaged in constant conflict are so familiar with conflict, they may become anxious
when things are too peaceful and positive.
4. Thus, existing politicians may have become addicted to negativity, chaos and conflict, and can
unconsciously thwart the growth of peace, so they can return to their familiar state of
judgementalness, anger, resentment and conflict.
5. That is why all peace efforts fail, and why we can’t depend on existing politics and politicians
to create Peace in the Middle East.
6. We must create a new Magnetic Force of Love, Compassion & Kindness and keep attracting
people who are healing from their traumas of dysfunction families, dysfunctional society and war.
7. Please think of people to be part of our Peace in the Middle East Team who will use the
Magnetic Force of Love, Compassion & Kindness.
8. With the recent passing of a “basic law”, making Israel a Jewish Nation, the One-State Solution
is now off the table because the Palestinian people in Israel no longer feel they are equals in Israel.
9. The Two-State Solution is now the only option. We need to work on defining the boundaries of the
Nation of Palestine (Gaza, the West Bank and East Jerusalem?)
10. We need to attract Arab visionaries in Arab nations, and others, to now step-up to fund a
prosperous Nation of Palestine.

PEACE IN THE MIDDLE EAST ~ PROJECT
FROM

THE PERSONAL LEVEL
TO

THE POLITICAL LEVEL
TO

THE POLICY LEVEL

• Dr. Robert Muller was an Assistant Secretary-General of the United Nations
and co-founder and Chancellor of the UN University for Peace, and often
called “The UN Philosopher.”
• He would say, “If they would only stop fighting there could be
‘Paradise in the Middle East’.”
• As the Personal Level leads to the Political Level, leads to the Policy Level,
we now need a wholistic peace process to grow Consciousness, Compassion,
Collaboration, Creativity and Wisdom to have more functional leaders, systems
and governments – locally, nationally and globally – and especially in
the Middle East, where there has been conflict for 6000 years.
Click
• We welcome ideas, suggestion and contacts you may have for the
to see the
"Peace in the Middle East Project” and the “Paradise Earth Accord”,
Paradise
dedicated to Dr. Robert Muller, who was nominated 20 times for
Earth
the Nobel Peace Prize.
Accord

U N D E R S TA N D I N G T H E U N I T E D N AT I O N S
Core Values & Documents

Core Values & Documents
Secretariat, General Assembly, Trusteeship Council,
Security Council, Economic & Social Council,
International Court of Justice
Specialized Agencies & Programs

Member Nations
Non-Government Organizations

E v o l u t i o n a r y Tr a n s f o r m a t i o n G a m e
~ Te a m s & P r o c e s s ~

1

STORY

Why
What

A clear, simple and compelling narrative
of WHY we want to accomplish WHAT.
Facilitate communication between and
among the teams.
Organizational chart with teams based on
the functions needed to Transform Reality
for a better world. Help others understand
the structure.

2

STRUCTURE

What
Who

3

STRATEGY

How

Developed and updated by the participants
of the Evolutionary Transformation Game.

4

SYSTEMS

How

Improve the procedures and processes
of the Evolutionary Transformation Game.

How

Improve the capacity of participants of
the Evolutionary Transformation Game
to be effective to reach goals and objectives
of Transforming Reality for a better world.

5

SKILLS
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Commonwealth for Earth & Humanity

Global Demilitarization
through
National Military Budget Reductions of 5% a year
to be used
for spending on

Earth Repair
& Care

Infrastructure

Social
Stabilization

Human
Development

to create

Enlightened People, Thriving Families,
Creative Communities, Worker-Owned Cooperatives,
Regional Integrated Cooperation,
International Peace, Sustainable Planet
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Ideals

Values
“Ideals are like stars;
you will not succeed in
touching them with your hands.
But like the seafaring man
on the desert of waters,
you choose them as your guides,
and following them you will
r e a c h y o u r d e s t i n y. ”

Principles

Carl Schurz

Wisdom

May we
live simply
so others
may simply
live.

Sanford Hinden has worked for over 45 years for peace, the environment, food, culture,
health and human services, community and global development, and new economics.
He has worked as an administrator, program designer and director, fundraiser, group
facilitator and organizer.
His New Economics programs include Community Economics (2015), Sacred Earth
Economics (2016), and the Commonwealth for Earth & Humanity (2016-present).
He is author of 7 Keys to Love and a workshop leader and public speaker providing
Life Skills for Effective Living and Briefings for a Better World.
He has a BA in psychology with studies in human relations, communication, systems,
economics and international relations from Queens College, City University of New York,
and life-long studies and practice in nonviolent communication, mediation, conflict
resolution, meditation and consciousness raising.
Globally, he has worked on numerous United Nations related programs for a better
world. Locally, he has facilitated a weekly Saturday Night Conversation Club (2016present), and a monthly Wisdom Circle (2018).
Currently, Sandy’s work is in evolving consciousness and wisdom to save the planet,
working with other conscious creatives on projects, programs and events to grow a
conscious, compassionate, creative, wise, peaceful and sustainable world.
Contact:
sanfordhinden@verizon.net
516-815-4967
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